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Abstract This paper proposes a text-based similarity join method for XML data based on XML data serialization.

With the recent explosive diffusion of XML, great volumes of electronic data are now marked up with XML. As a

consequence, a growing amount of XML data conveys similar contents, but each may have its own extra information

not found in others. To extract as much information as possible from this heterogeneous information, similarity

join has been used. In our previous work, we proposed a similarity join scheme that is appropriate for data-oriented

XML with regular structures, while it is sometimes inappropriate for such XML data with irregular structures.

To cope with this problem we propose a new method which can be summarized as follows: 1) We scan two given

XML data to extract XML subtrees by giving a range of the number of text nodes ; 2) We filter out dissimilar

pairs using similarity of textual information; and 3) We extract pairs as the final result by checking similarity of

structural information. We conduct experiments to evaluate our new method by using both real bibliography and

bioinformatics XML data. The experimental results show that our method can effectively solve the problem of

previous work for both bibliography and bioinformatics XML data, and hence improve the precision of the previous

algorithm.
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1. Introduction

XML (Extensible Markup Language) [12] is a general-

purpose markup language for data exchange on the Internet

and has been recommended by the World Wide Web Con-

sortium (W3C) since 1998. XML can represent contents and

structure of data through a combination of nested tags; it

can be coded hierarchically as a tree structure. XML is cur-

rently used in many applications, including web data, busi-

ness data, science data, logs, etc. It is popular because it

can represent any kind of data from multiple sources. As a

consequence, the use of XML is expected to continue growing

enormously.

As XML becomes increasingly popular for data represen-

tation, a growing amount of XML data contains similar con-

tents. For example, DBLP Bibliography and ACM SIGMOD

are published in XML on the Internet. The two XML data

convey similar contents, but each may contain its own extra

information which is not found in the other. To extract as

much information as possible from this heterogeneous infor-

mation, we must efficiently measure similarity between XML

data for integrating such similar data sources. Figures 1 and

2 show an example of two XML subdocuments from differ-

ent databases. Figure 1 has additional information about

the publisher and Figure 2 has web side information. Figure

1 represents author information by the authors tag; Figure 2

shows the author name in more detail. In Figure 1, the pub-

lication year is expressed by the year element, but in Figure

2, it is expressed by the year attribute. Thus, it is important

to integrate such data sources so that users can conveniently

access and acquire more complete and useful information.

The operation used for this purpose is similarity join. So

far, similarity join has been actively studied in relational

databases, and research applied to XML data is underway.

The importance of similarity join is expected to increase in

the future as XML data continues to proliferate.

However, several problems arise in XML similarity join.

The tasks of extracting XML subtrees from XML data at

a proper position and measuring the approximate similar-

ity between XML subtrees are not easy to perform. Not

only differences in markup vocabulary, but also the order in

which elements appear and the tree structure of the XML

data might differ. Thus, we have to accurately measure the

approximate similarity between XML data, even if there are

heterogeneities in content and structure. If the data is simi-

lar, similarity join processing should be possible.

In our previous work [15], we proposed an approach for

XML similarity join using tree serialization. In general, it



<textbook>

<title>Database Systems: The Complete Book</title>

<authors>H. Garcia-Morina J. Ullman J. Widom</author>

<bibinfo>

<publisher>Prentice Hall</publisher>

<year>2001</year>

<isbn>123</isbn>

</bibinfo>

</textbook>

Figure 1 Bibliographic data in XML (1).

<book year="2001">

<title>Database Systems: The Complete Book</title>

<authors>

<author>

<fname>Hector</fname>

<lname>Garcia-Morina</lname>

</author>

<author>

<fname>Jeffrey</fname>

<lname>Ullman</lname>

</author>

<author>

<fname>Jennifer</fname>

<lname>Widom</lname>

</author>

<authors>

<url>http://infolab.stanford.edu/~ullman/dscb.html</url>

</book>

Figure 2 Bibliographic data in XML (2).

is extremely time-consuming to measure similarity between

distinct XML data due to their tree structure representation

of XML data. To address this problem, we used serialization

of XML tree, which is the process of converting an XML tree

into node sequences by traversing the tree in a particular or-

der, thereby making it possible to measure the similarity of

XML trees as sequences. The outline is as follows (see [15]

for more details):

( 1 ) We extract semantically/structurally coherent XML

subtrees. This process can be executed automatically by giv-

ing some parameters.

( 2 ) We output node sequences that correspond to the

extracted XML subtrees. In this serialization, we use pos-

torder based on NoK (Next-of-Kin) [17] pattern.

( 3 ) We measure similarity of the textual information

and filter out dissimilar sequences. In this measurement,

we use Bloom filter for speed and effectiveness.

( 4 ) We extract pairs of sequences as the final result by

checking similarity of structural information.

By using this algorithm, we conducted several experiments

and showed the previous scheme is reasonable in finding sim-

ilar pairs from bibliography XML data. However, there is a

problem in the previous work. Specifically, we intended to

extract fixed size of XML subtrees specified by some parame-

ters. This is appropriate for data-oriented XML with regular

structures, such as repeated occurrences of similar elements,

while it is sometimes inappropriate for such XML data with

irregular structures.

In this paper we attempt to use a novel method to ex-

tract XML subtrees for subsequent XML similarity join. In

the extraction process, we output an element node if it has

a number of text nodes as its descendants within the prede-

fined range. Another distinction from our previous method is

that we permit overlaps among XML subtrees. We conduct

experiments using both real bibliography and bioinformatics

XML data to show that our new method is usable for both

bibliography and bioinformatics XML data, thereby improv-

ing the similarity join algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

briefly describes related work. Section 3 discusses the pro-

posed extraction method with overview of our previous al-

gorithm which is finding similar pairs by considering text

information and structural information. Effectiveness is eval-

uated in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper with

an outline of future work.

2. Related Work

Liang et al. [6], [7] proposed a scheme of approximate XML

join. In their approach, they also mentioned an cluster (ex-

traction) method of independent subtrees for approximate

XML join. However, their extraction method cannot deal

with XML data having irregular structures and it misses

some subtrees which are supposed to be extracted. They

measure approximate similarity between two subtrees by cal-

culating the similarity of text contents and path expressions.

If the similarity is higher than a given threshold, the two

XML subtrees are judged similar. When calculating similar-

ity, only identical text nodes are considered and the number

of shared tag names are counted over two distinct path ex-

pressions.

Weis et al. [14] proposed an approach to detect duplicate

objects in an XML data for data cleaning. An object in their

paper is an independent XML subtree. In their approach,

every element is compared by adopting a top-down traversal

of its hierarchical structure. Although their measure for ob-

ject similarity achieves high precision in detecting duplicates,

their approach takes a long time to compare individual pairs

of objects and consumes a great amount of memory.

It is well known that tree edit distance (TED) [16] is a met-

ric for measuring the structural similarity in XML data. It is

defined as the minimum cost operations (insertions, deletions

and substitutions) required to transform one tree to another.

It is difficult for TED to be applied to massive data, because
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Figure 3 An overview of the proposed scheme.

the computational cost is extremely high; in the worst case,

it is an O(n4) operation for the document of size n.

3. The Proposed Scheme

Figure 3 shows an overview of the proposed scheme. In our

previous work, we scan two given XML trees being processed

to extract XML subtrees. The extracted subtrees are serial-

ized to node sequences for comparing textual and structural

similarity.

3. 1 Extraction of XML subtrees

The first part of our scheme is subtree extraction from

XML data. We observe that our previous extraction method

is good at dealing with data oriented XML documents, which

have relatively regular structure. However, if a document has

a flexible structure, our method is not always successful in ex-

tracting subtrees. For example, let us take a look at such ex-

amples. uniprot sprot.xml [10] and uniprot trembl.xml [11]

are XML data in bioinformatics area. Figure 4 shows an ex-

ample of XML tree structure from uniprot sprot.xml. Our

previous method cannot be successful in extracting subtrees

appropriately.

To address this problem, we propose a novel subtree ex-

traction method. We give a range of number of text node

which is rmin and rmax, where rmin is the minimum number

of text nodes and rmax is the maximum number of the text

nodes. We can extract XML subtrees if they have a number

of text nodes that fall in the given range. We also allow a

subtree to have overlaps with other subtrees. In this way, we

can extract many subtrees from XML data.

To extract XML subtrees, we use SAX to traverse each

XML element node and count the number of text node oc-

currences in the subtree rooted at the element node. When

we find an element node that satisfies the predefined thresh-

old, we extract that subtree and output each sequence of

structural and textual information as we see in Figure 3.

Since the extraction process permits overlapping among dis-

tinct (extracted) subtrees, some nodes may be included in

some subtrees as long as they satisfy the given condition.

By this method, we try to extract many variations of XML

subtrees for the text node, and it is considered to be ap-

propriate for XML data with complex structure. In Figure

4, we can extract subtrees such as rooted at gene, lineage,

organism, authorList, citation and so on if their number of

text nodes are fall in the given range even some subtrees are

overlapped such as these subtrees that rooted at lineage and

organism.

3. 2 Serialization of XML data

In order to measure similarity of extracted XML sub-

trees, we serialize XML subtrees in node sequences in a tree-

traversal order (e.g., pre-and postorder). Postorder is used

in ViST [13] and Prüfer order is used in PRIX [9]. In general,

information on structure is lost by serializing the tree struc-

ture to node sequences (1). In Figure 5, the postorders are

the same as “ bca ” although the two XML tree structures

differ. Therefore, we see that structural information is lost.

c
b bc

a a

( (b (c a   ( ( (b c a
b c a       b c a  Postorder :

NoK pattern : 
Figure 5 Examples of serialization.

To cope with this problem, the NoK pattern [17] is used

in this serialization to maintain structural information. This

paper uses postorder instead of the preorder used in the orig-

inal Nok pattern. One way to materialize the tree is to store

the nodes in postorder and maintain the tree structure by

properly inserting pairs of parentheses as introduced in [5].

For example, “((b)(c)a)” is a string representation of the

tree (Figure 5). The “(” preceding a indicates the beginning

of a subtree rooted at “a”; its corresponding “)” indicates

the end of the subtree. In the Nok pattern, it removes all

closing parentheses and retains only open parentheses as in

“((b(ca” because each node (a character in the string) ac-

tually implies a closing parenthesis. Even if a closing paren-

thesis is omitted, tree structural uniqueness is kept as we see

in Figure 5.

3. 3 Similarity Measure

In the relational model, data is stored in flat tables where

data is simply defined as a single row of such a relational

(1): Prüfer order can serialize with structural information main-

tained.
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Figure 4 Example of an XML tree.

table. All data in the table have the same structure and

thus only vary in content. In the world of XML, there are

not necessarily uniform and clearly defined structures like ta-

bles. Two XML data thus have to be compared according to

both data (text nodes and attribute values) and structures

(elements nodes). Therefore, our technique to detect similar

sequences that correspond to an XML subtree has two steps.

We measure similarity of textual information first and then

check similarity of structural information only for the pair of

sequences having similar textual information.

3. 3. 1 Comparison of textual information

Textual information in this work is defined as a set of words

included in text nodes or attribute nodes being considered;

therefore, we measure similarity of the text nodes and at-

tribute nodes in which the comparison is being attempted.

For example, suppose we want to calculate two pieces of tex-

tual information t1=“database systems Hector Jennifer” and

t2 =“database systems Jennifer Jeffrey”. In this work, we use

Jaccard similarity to calculate the ratio of words common to

both t1 and t2 among all words in t1 and t2. Jaccard simi-

larity between t1 and t2, JR(t1, t2), is defined as

JR(t1, t2) =
wt(t1 ∩ t2)

wt(t1 ∪ t2)

From this formula, the similarity of textual information

JR(t1, t2)=
3
5

= 0.6. We can say that the textual informa-

tion is similar if the calculated similarity is above the given

threshold α. Notice that it is quite time consuming if we

compute Jaccard similarity for all possible textual informa-

tion over the extracted subtrees.

To cope with the problem, we use the idea of the Bloom

filter [3] to accelerate the processing. Bloom filter provides a

probabilistic way to determine if an element is a member of

a given set. An empty Bloom filter is a bit array of m bits,

all set to 0. There must also be k different hash functions

defined, each of which maps a key value to one of the m ar-

ray positions. Figure 6 provides an example of Bloom filter

0
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Figure 6 Example of bit array.

with k hash functions. If we insert text nodes “database”

and “systems” which are included in an extracted subtree,

into the Bloom filter, the bits of h1(database), h1(systems),

h2(database), h2(systems) · · · , hk(database),hk(systems)

are set to 1 in the bit array.

When we calculate similarity of textural information, we

first transfer text nodes of the every subtree into a bit array.

An important point to note here is that we can estimate the

similarity of textual information by calculating the similarity

of bit arrays. We can calculate the similarity of bit arrays

with the following formula:

Sim(t1.sig, t2.sig) =
count(t1.sig AND t2.sig)

count(t1.sig OR t2.sig)

where t1.sig and t2.sig denote bit arrays that are hashed

from textual information of subtrees t1 and t2, respectively,

and count() is a function that counts the number of “1” in

the bit array. Because the similarity of the bit arrays is guar-

anteed to be larger than the real value,

Sim(t1.sig, t2.sig) ≥ JR(t1, t2)

We can use it to filter out unnecessary candidates. Finally,

we refine the resulting candidates by computing real Jaccard

similarities to get rid of false positives.

3. 3. 2 Comparison of structural information

We must check structural information of the pairs having

textual similarity. Structural information here is a sequence

of the element nodes based on NoK pattern. If the sequences



of element nodes are similar, it can be said that structural

information is also similar, since the sequences made by pos-

torder NoK pattern maintains the tree structure. There-

fore, we calculate similarity of sequences of element nodes

for structural information.

For this measure, we use edit similarity, which is based

on edit distance. Edit distance is a similarity measure be-

tween two strings. It is defined as the minimum number of

point mutations required to change one string to another,

where a point mutation is substitution, insertion, or deletion

of a letter. Several variations are possible, depending on how

point mutations are defined and weighted. In this work, to

maintain brevity, we use Levenshtein distance, where substi-

tution, insertion, and deletion are permitted and are equally

weighted.

From the definition, for a given couple of strings, the edit

distance may vary depending on their lengths. Such a situa-

tion is undesirable when we attempt to use it as a similarity

measure. In order to cope with this problem, we use edit sim-

ilarity [2] in which edit distance is normalized by the lengths

of strings being compared. Edit similarity can be obtained

from edit distance by the following formula:

ES(σ1, σ2) = 1.0 −
ED(σ1, σ2)

max(|σ1, σ2|)

where σ1 and σ2 denote strings being compared, and ED

and ES denote edit distance and edit similarity, respectively.

When comparing a given two XML subtrees, we need only

to regard each location step (tag name) as an alphabet. Sup-

pose that we attempt to compute the edit similarity be-

tween the NoK pattern based sequences d1=“( ( e ( ( f

( g ( k b a” and d2=“( ( ( d ( e c ( ( f ( g b a” re-

spectively. The edit distance can be computed as follows:

d1 ( ( e ( ( f ( g ( k b a

d2 ( ( ( d ( e c ( ( f ( g b a

Cost 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

From the result that ED(d1, d2) = 6, we have ES(d1, d2) =

1.0− 6
14

= 0.57. Finally, we judge that the two pieces of tex-

tural information are similar if the calculated similarity is

above the given threshold β.

In this edit similarity measure, we can use filtering tech-

nique which is proposed in our previous work [1], for faster

computation if there are many pairs to calculate their edit

similarities.

3. 4 Detecting overlapping pairs

In the results of similar pairs whose textual and structural

similarities are above the given thresholds, there exists some

overlapped pairs because we permit overlapped subtrees in

subtree extraction. We call such a pair “overlapping pair”.

We think that overlapping pairs should be avoided as much

as possible, because it conveys redundant information.

For an overlapping pair, there are two possibilities to deal

with them:

( 1 ) Output all resulted subtrees if their similarities are

above the given thresholds even there is overlapping pairs.

In this case, user can select similar pairs depending on their

own purpose of similarity join.

( 2 ) Detect overlapping pairs and delete them from the

results. This case gives user only unique information for sim-

ilarity join.

The choice is up to the user who is doing the process.

It should be noticed that it is costly to detect overlapping

pairs when a subtree is similar with many nested ancestor

and descendant subtrees. For the first case, we just output

the results that is obtained from our algorithms. For the sec-

ond case, we use an illustrative example to explain how we

can get rid of redundant pairs. For example, suppose that

we have similar pairs as follows: P1(A1, B1), P2(A1, B11),

P3(A1, B12), P4(A2, B23) and P5(A6, B35). Here, An denote

subtrees extracted from XML data A (base XML data). Bn

denote subtrees extracted from XML data B (target XML

data). For detecting overlapping pairs, first we group the

pairs according to the subtrees from base XML data (An):

1. Group1{ P1(A1, B1) , P2(A1, B11), P3(A1, B12)}
2. Group2{ P4(A2, B23) }
3. Group3{ P5(A6, B35)}

Then for each group, we decide that two pairs are over-

lapping if distinct Bn have ancestor-descendant relation-

ship, and we try to omit dissimilar pairs. Taking Group1{
P1(A1, B1) , P2(A1, B11), P3(A1, B12)} for example, B1 is

an ancestor of B11 and B12. We compare the textual sim-

ilarity (sim) between A1 and B1,11,12. If sim(A1, B1) >

max(sim(A1,B11), sim(A1, B12)), then we omit B11,12, be-

cause B1 subsumes the rest and it is the most similar subtree

to A1. Otherwise, we omit B1 and take B11,12.

4. Experimental Evaluation

We used a 2-way Dual Core AMD Opteron(TM) proces-

sor (2.4GHz) with 16GB memory running Sun OS 5.10. The

program was implemented using J2SE 1.5, and we used Post-

greSQL 8.1.0 as the underlying RDBMS.

We used XML versions of SIGMOD Record.xml [4] and

DBLP.xml [8] bibliography data, uniprot sprot.xml [10] and

uniprot trembl.xml [11] bioinformatics data.

4. 1 Extraction of XML subtrees

Table 1 shows the number of independent subtrees ex-

tracted from each XML data by new extraction method.

Because the original protein XML data are too big to be

used in our experiments, we extract only 10000 subtrees from



Table 1 Extraction of XML subtrees.

XML data Size (KB) #.of subtrees

SIGMODRecord.xml 464 8,781

DBLP.xml 400,170 983,188

uniprot sprot 938 10,000

uniprot trembl 1038 10,000

uniprot sprot.xml and uniprot trembl.xml respectively.

In our experiment, we extracted XML subtrees by setting

an appropriate range (two parameters rmin = 3, rmax=30)

by taking into account the features of XML data.

Figure 7 illustrates many resulted subtrees which are

extracted from uniprot trembl.xml by the new extraction

method. In that Figure, subtrees closed with boxes are ex-

tracted subtrees and we labeled a number for each extracted

subtree in extraction order. Subtree 2 is descendant of sub-

tree 3, and subtree 4 and 5 are descendant of subtree 6 and

so on, but each of them is can be said as an independent

subtree. From the results, we can say that our method can

extract many variations of subtrees even for XML data with

complex structure.

4. 2 Textual similarity computation

Table 2 Textual similarity.
Textual Similarity # pairs by BF # correct pairs Time (sec.)

Tsim ≥ 0.30 45,299 977 2,367

Tsim ≥ 0.40 837 475 1,559

Tsim ≥ 0.50 328 181 1,558

Tsim ≥ 0.60 103 51 1,558

Tsim ≥ 0.70 26 11 1,559

Tsim ≥ 0.80 2 0 1,558

Tsim ≥ 0.90 0 0 1,559

We tested the effectiveness of the proposed textual simi-

larity computation method. We measured elapsed time for

processing 1,384,239,960 (= 1, 530×904, 732) pairs from SIG-

MOD Record.xml and DBLP.xml respectively, with different

textual similarity thresholds. For Bloom filter, we used three

hash functions of 256 bits. Table 2 shows 1) number of pairs

remaining after Bloom filter, 2) number of correct pairs ac-

cording to Jaccard similarity, and 3) elapsed time for the two

processes. From the result, we observe that the method is

successful in filtering dissimilar pairs, and the selectivity of

Bloom filter is more than 99% on average.

We additionally investigated the efficiency of the scheme,

in particular to see the benefit of Bloom filter, by comparing

processing time of the proposed method and that without

the filtering step by Bloom filter. That is, for the baseline,

we attempted to compute Jaccard similarity for each pair.

Figure 8 illustrates the elapsed time. The similarity thresh-

old is 0.5. We observe that the baseline is much slower than

the proposed scheme, thereby showing the effectiveness of

the filtering step by Bloom filter.

4. 3 Structural similarity computation

To evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm based on XML

<entry version="7" modified="2007-10-02" dataset="TrEMBL" 

created="2006-11-28">

<accession>A0B592</accession>

<name>A0B592_METTP</name>

<protein evidence="EI1">

<name>Response regulator receiver protein</name>

</protein>

<gene>

<name type="primary"></name>

<name type="ordered locus" evidence="EI2">Mthe_0064</name>

</gene>

<organism key="1">

<name type="scientific">Methanosaeta thermophila 

(strain DSM 6194 /PT)</name>

<name type="common">Methanothrix thermophila 

(strain DSM 6194 / PT)</name>

<dbReference type="NCBI Taxonomy" key="2" id="349307" 
evidence="EI2"/>

<lineage>

<taxon>Archaea</taxon>

<taxon>Euryarchaeota</taxon>

...  ...  ...

<taxon>Methanosaetaceae</taxon>

<taxon>Methanosaeta</taxon>

</lineage>

</organism>

<reference key="3" evidence="EI1">

<citation type="submission" db="EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ 
databases" date="2006-10">

<title>Complete sequence of Methanosaeta 
thermophila PT.</title>

<authorList>

<person name="Copeland A."/>

<person name="Lucas S."/>

<person name="Lapidus A."/>

...    ...   ...

<person name="Ingram-Smith C."/>

<person name="Richardson P."/>

<consortium name="US DOE Joint Genome Institute"/>

</authorList>

</citation>

<scope>NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE 
[LARGE SCALE GENOMIC DNA]</scope>

</reference>

<dbReference type="EMBL" key="4" id="CP000477" evidence="EI1">

<property value="ABK13866.1" type="protein sequence ID"/>

<property value="Genomic_DNA" type="molecule type"/>

</dbReference>

...     ...    ...

<dbReference type="PROSITE" key="15" id="PS50110">

<property value="RESPONSE_REGULATORY" type="entry name"/>

<property value="1" type="match status"/>

</dbReference>

<proteinExistence type="Predicted"/>

<keyword id="KW-0181" evidence="EI2">Complete proteome</keyword>

<sequence version="1" modified="2006-11-28" mass="13097" length="119" 
checksum="38D5C108D ... ... LLDLIDSLGKGR</sequence>

</entry>

1

2

3

4 5 6

7

8

Figure 7 Extracted subtrees.

serialization, we compared the processing time with that

of the tree edit distance (TED) for 10,000 (= 100 × 100),

50,000 (= 100× 500), 100,000 (= 100× 1000), and 1,000,000

(= 1, 000 × 1, 000) pairs from SIGMODRecord.xml and
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DBLP.xml. Figure 9 shows the result. The figure shows

that our approach is much faster than TED, which is known

to be costly to process. With our approach, we can achieve

good performance even for large XML datasets.
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4. 4 Extracted pairs

Figures A· 1 and A· 2 show results of finding similar pair

of subdocuments from bibliography data. Figures A· 3 and

A· 4 show results from bioinformatics data. As we can see,

these resulted pairs represent similar information. There-

fore, we can say that the proposed scheme is successful in

finding similar pairs from both bibliography and bioinfor-

matics XML data and it do not depend on XML size and

their structures.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an improved algorithm for sim-

ilarity join. We proposed new extraction method and our

experimental results suggest that the proposed method is

appropriate for XML data with complex structure. In the

similarity measure, we take into account both textual and

structural information. Experimental results suggest that

the proposed scheme is reasonable in both accuracy and ef-

fectiveness.

In the future, we plan to do further experiments to evalu-

ate our scheme using different types of large XML data.
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Appendix



Tsimi = 0.77, Ssimi = 0.25

<article>

<title articleCode="264376">The Five-Minute Rule Ten Years Later, and Other

Computer Storage Rules of Thumb</title>

<authors>

<author AuthorPosition="00">Jim Gray</author>

<author AuthorPosition="01">Goetz Graefe</author>

</authors>

</article>

--------------------------------------------------------------------

<article mdate="2004-06-09" key="journals/corr/cs-DB-9809005">

<author>Jim Gray</author>

<author>Goetz Graefe</author>

<title>The Five-Minute Rule Ten Years Later, and Other Computer Storage

Rules of Thumb</title>

<ee>http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.DB/9809005</ee>

<year>1998</year>

<journal>CoRR</journal>

<volume>cs.DB/9809005</volume>

<url>db/journals/corr/corr9809.html#cs-DB-9809005</url>

</article>

Figure A· 1 Extracted similar subdocuments (1).

Tsimi = 0.42, Ssimi = 0.22

<article>

<title articleCode="304029">Data Mining-based Intrusion Detectors:

An Overview of the Columbia IDS Project</title>

<authors>

<author AuthorPosition="01">S. J. Stolfo</author>

<author AuthorPosition="02">W. Lee</author>

<author AuthorPosition="03">P. K. Chan</author>

<author AuthorPosition="04">W. Fan</author>

<author AuthorPosition="05">E. Eskin</author>

</authors>

</article>

--------------------------------------------------------------------

<article mdate="2006-04-03" key="journals/sigmod/StolfoLCFE01">

<author>Salvatore J. Stolfo</author>

<author>Wenke Lee</author>

<author>Philip K. Chan</author>

<author>Wei Fan</author>

<author>Eleazar Eskin</author>

<title>Data Mining-based Intrusion Detectors: An Overview of the

Columbia IDS Project.</title>

<pages>5-14</pages>

<year>2001</year>

<volume>30</volume>

<journal>SIGMOD Record</journal>

<number>4</number>

<ee>http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/604264.604267</ee>

<ee>http://www.acm.org/sigmod/record/issues/0112/SPECIAL/1.pdf</ee>

<url>db/journals/sigmod/sigmod30.html#StolfoLCFE01</url>

</article>

Figure A· 2 Extracted similar subdocuments (2).

Tsimi = 0.52, Ssimi = 0.9

<dbReference type="EMBL" key="64" id="AF117771">

<property value="AAD23460.1" type="protein sequence ID"/>

<property value="Genomic_DNA" type="molecule type"/>

</dbReference>

--------------------------------------------------------------------

<dbReference type="EMBL" key="4" id="CP000477" evidence="EI1">

<property value="ABK15102.1" type="protein sequence ID"/>

<property value="Genomic_DNA" type="molecule type"/>

</dbReference>

Figure A· 3 Extracted similar subdocuments (3).

Tsimi = 0.72, Ssimi = 0.81

<reference key="4">

<citation type="submission" db="EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ databases"

date="2006-08">

<title>Complete sequence of chromosome 2 of Burkholderia

cepacia AMMD.</title>

<authorList>

<person name="Copeland A."/>

<person name="Lucas S."/>

<person name="Lapidus A."/>

<person name="Barry K."/>

<person name="Detter J.C."/>

<person name="Glavina del Rio T."/>

<person name="Hammon N."/>

... ... ...

<person name="Kyrpides N."/>

<person name="Kim E."/>

<person name="Parke J."/>

<person name="Coenye T."/>

<person name="Konstantinidis K."/>

<person name="Ramette A."/>

<person name="Tiedje J."/>

<person name="Richardson P."/>

</authorList>

</citation>

<scope>NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE [LARGE SCALE GENOMIC DNA]</scope>

</reference>

--------------------------------------------------------------------

<reference key="3" evidence="EI1">

<citation type="submission" db="EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ databases"

date="2006-10">

<title>Complete sequence of Methanosaeta thermophila PT.</title>

<authorList>

<person name="Copeland A."/>

<person name="Lucas S."/>

<person name="Lapidus A."/>

<person name="Barry K."/>

<person name="Detter J.C."/>

<person name="Glavina del Rio T."/>

<person name="Hammon N."/>

... ... ...

<person name="Kyrpides N."/>

<person name="Kim E."/>

<person name="Smith K.S."/>

<person name="Ingram-Smith C."/>

<person name="Richardson P."/>

<consortium name="US DOE Joint Genome Institute"/>

</authorList>

</citation>

<scope>NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE [LARGE SCALE GENOMIC DNA]</scope>

</reference>

Figure A· 4 Extracted similar subdocuments (4).


